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An epic fantasy of poetry, imagination, and the
eternal conflict between good and evil, from the
New York Times-bestselling author of The Life of
Elves. Alejandro de Yepes and Jesús Rocamora,
young officers in the Spanish regular army, are
stationed alone at Castillo when, out of nowhere, a
friendly redhead appears to them in the cellar.
There is something magnetic and deeply
mysterious about this Petrus. Alejandro and Jesús
are bewitched, and, in the middle of the sixth year
of the longest war humankind has ever endured,
they abandon their post to follow him across a
bridge only he can see. Petrus brings them to a
world of lingering fog, strange beings, poetry,
music, natural wonders, harmony, and
extraordinary beauty. This is where the fate of the
world and all its living creatures is decided. Yet this
world too is under threat. A long battle against the
forces of disenchantment is drawing to a climactic
close. Will poetry and beauty prevail over darkness
and death? And what role will Alejandro and Jesús
play? Muriel Barbery’s richly imagined novel, the
sequel to The Life of Elves, will transport readers to
a lost world exposed to the constant churn of
civilizations and remind them of the power of
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poetry and imagination. Praise for The Life of Elves
“A truly enchanting story, beautifully told and rich
in meaning.” —Irish Times “A beguiling fairy tale.”
—The New York Times
A baby secret A love brought into the open… After
a night of passion, Melissa Frobisher returns home
in disgrace. She never expects to meet the father
of her baby again. Then Lord Laurence Maxwell
turns up suddenly. He’s as dangerously attractive
as ever and determined they wed for their baby’s
sake! Is Melissa foolish to want Laurence to marry
her for herself? But with her child’s reputation and
future at stake, what other option does she have?
Witchcraft and Wicca for a modern world, from
YouTube vlogger and Instagram sensation Harmony
Nice Welcome to Generation "Hex"--an era where
young Americans know that witchcraft isn't about
devil worship and spooky curses, and instead are
openly embracing meaningful Wiccan rituals that
can enrich our lives in real-world ways. In Wicca,
21-year-old Harmony Nice--a YouTube and
Instagram star with 700,000 followers--offers
modern readers a guide to overcoming obstacles
and maximizing happiness. She offers practical
guidance on: using crystals, wands, tarot cards,
and magical tools setting up an altar introductory
spells for health and protection finding your own
witchy path--solitary or with a coven With beautiful
illustrations throughout, Wicca offers readers
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spiritual authenticity, a hint of glamour, and a
perfect guide to infusing their lives with spiritual
purpose, confidence, and resilience.
Seduced by her rescuer… Desperate to escape a
predatory suitor, Laurel Forrester has no one to
turn to in Rome but her stepbrother, Cristiano
Ferrero. A dangerous chemistry has always burned
between them, even if he believes her to be
exactly like her manipulative mother. And trapped
in his luxurious penthouse, Laurel realizes how
vulnerable she is to his raw magnetism… Cristiano
desires Laurel just as much as he despises her.
Intent on getting her out of his system, he proposes
one night of sin. But Laurel’s surprising
inexperience only increases his thirst for her, and
makes Cristiano determined to entice her to
surrender again…and again!
Bilingual children's book (age 2 and up) Tim can't
fall asleep. His little wolf is missing! Perhaps he
forgot him outside? Tim heads out all alone into the
night - and unexpectedly encounters some
friends... "Sleep Tight, Little Wolf" is a heartwarming bedtime story. It has been translated into
more than 50 languages and is available as a
bilingual edition in all conceivable combinations of
languages. www.childrens-books-bilingual.com
Can she betray the Gypsy clan who saved her for
the love of a stranger? Martine Petrulengo is stifled
by the traditions of her adopted Gypsy clan. They
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gave her new life when she was left all alone. And
now she is expected to marry in order to forge clan
allegiances. When she nurses the handsome and
charming Lord Declan Forrester back to health, she
is lured by the seductive idea of life outside of the
clan-and the prospect of love with the Irishman.
Can he prove his innocence in order to claim his
Gypsy? Lord Declan Forrester trades prison bars for
a loveless marriage in order to save his soul. And
now he's trying to prove his innocence not only as
a traitor, but that of his wife's murder. When the
lovely and beguiling Martine saves him, he falls in
love for the first time. Yet the obstacles of his past
seem insurmountable. Martine and Declan must
fight tradition, prejudice, and the haunting ghosts
of their pasts in order to fight for their love and
ensure their future.
For fans of Elena Ferrante and Paulo Coelho comes
a moving and elegant novel about the friendship
between two young Italian boys from different
backgrounds and how their connection evolves and
challenges them throughout their lives. “Few books
have so accurately described the way stony heights
can define one's sense of joy and rightness...an
exquisite unfolding of the deep way humans may
love one another” (Annie Proulx). Pietro is a lonely
boy living in Milan. With his parents becoming more
distant each day, the only thing the family shares is
their love for the mountains that surround Italy.
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While on vacation at the foot of the Aosta Valley,
Pietro meets Bruno, an adventurous, spirited local
boy. Together they spend many summers exploring
the mountains’ meadows and peaks and discover
the similarities and differences in their lives, their
backgrounds, and their futures. The two boys come
to find the true meaning of friendship and
camaraderie, even as their divergent paths in
life—Bruno’s in the mountains, Pietro’s across the
world—test the strength and meaning of their
connection. “A slim novel of startling expansion
that subtly echoes its setting” (Vogue), The Eight
Mountains is a lyrical coming-of-age story about the
power of male friendships and the enduring bond
between fathers and sons. “There are no more
universal themes than those of the landscape,
friendship, and becoming adults, and Cognetti’s
writing becomes classical (and elegant) to best tell
this story…a true novel by a great writer” (Rolling
Stone Italia).
Australian millionaire Bryn Dwyer was looking for a
wife—quickly, conveniently and temporarily. But
not one of the empty-headed bimbos he usually
had adorning his arm. Hotheaded Mia Forrester
promised much more…. Bryn was offering a large
amount of money, which Mia seemed happy to
accept. But he was unaware of the very good
reason she had for accepting his proposal—and his
cash. He was also about to discover that he'd
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employed a virgin to be his new bride!
An Introduction
Art Before Breakfast
Fifth Harmony - The Dream Begins...
Cherokee
The Innocent's One-Night Surrender
Magnolia
Real People. Real Stories.
Hard Rain
The Virgin's Debt to Pay
The Emperor of Evening Stars
Fashion Theory
The Answer Machine is a practical, non-technical guide
to the technologies behind information seeking and
analysis. It introduces search and content analytics to
software buyers, knowledge managers, and searchers
who want to understand and design effective online
environments. The book describes how search evolved
from an expert-only to an end user tool. It provides an
overview of search engines, categorization and
clustering, natural language processing, content
analytics, and visualization technologies. Detailed
profiles for Web search, eCommerce search, eDiscovery,
and enterprise search contrast the types of users, uses,
tasks, technologies, and interaction designs for each.
These variables shape each application, although the
underlying technologies are the same. Types of
information tasks and the trade-offs between precision
and recall, time, volume and precision, and privacy vs.
personalization are discussed within this context. The
book examines trends toward convenient, context-aware
computing, big data and analytics technologies,
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conversational systems, and answer machines. The
Answer Machine explores IBM Watson's DeepQA
technology and describes how it is used to answer health
care and Jeopardy questions. The book concludes by
discussing the implications of these advances: how they
will change the way we run our businesses, practice
medicine, govern, or conduct our lives in the digital age.
Table of Contents: Introduction / The Query Process and
Barriers to Finding Information Online / Online Search:
An Evolution / Search and Discovery Technologies: An
Overview / Information Access: A Spectrum of Needs and
Uses / Future Tense: The Next Era in Information Access
and Discovery / Answer Machines
After graduating from British finishing school, an
American heiress fulfills her duty and weds a destitute
earl. A lie brought them together, but will it also tear them
apart? Find out in this can't-miss Victorian marriage-ofconvenience story from a compelling new voice in
historical romance. Victoria Carson never expected love.
An American heiress and graduate of Lady Grantham's
finishing school, she's been groomed since birth to
marry an English title—the grander the better. So when
the man chosen for her, the forbidding Earl of Dunnley,
seems to hate her on sight, she understands that it can't
matter. Love can have no place in this arrangement.
Andrew Hargrave has little use for his title and even less
for his cold, disinterested parents. Determined to make
his own way, he's devoted to his life in Italy working as
an archaeologist. Until the collapse of his family's
fortune drags him back to England to a marriage he
never wanted and a woman he doesn't care to know. Wild
attraction is an unwanted complication for them both,
though it forms the most fragile of bonds. Their marriage
of convenience isn't so intolerable after all—but it may not
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be enough when the deception that bound them is finally
revealed. Book one of The Grantham Girls Amelia
Wheeler is the next Grantham Girl to rebel against family
obligation in A COMMON SCANDAL.
Vinci, perdi o pareggia… Un mistero delle streghe di
Westwick Cendrine West non ha un momento di tregua.
Sta per avere un nuovo lavoro e le cose con il bello
sceriffo Tyler Gates si mettono per il meglio. Ma tutto
cambia all’improvviso quando viene rapita da zia Pearl,
strega ribelle votata anima e corpo a vendicare la morte
premature di un’amica. È Las Vegas o la fine… per tutti i
motivi sbagliati. Rocco Racatelli è un fusto e una figura
chiave di Vegas— e anche il prossimo bersaglio della
mafia. La signora Buonasorte gli ha fatto tirare una mano
perdente e lui vuole vendicarsi. Zia Pearl è anche troppo
ansiosa di aiutare e il progetto Vegas Vendetta
rapidamente si gonfia trasformandosi in una caotica
guerra per il territorio tra mafiosi. Intanto che le streghe
vengono scaraventate nel mondo perduto della Città del
Peccato, i corpi si ammucchiano e i segreti vengono alla
luce. Non è solo il calore di Las Vegas che brucia… Rocco
fa di tutto per conquistare il cuore di Cen. Ma lei desidera
solo l’uomo che ha lasciato a Westwick Corners. Tutto
quello che deve fare è risolvere il mistero di un omicidio,
superare le magia della bizzosa zia e sconfiggere la mafia
di Las Vegas. Cosa potrebbe andare male? Quando il
crimine organizzato incontra la magia disorganizzata,
tutto può succedere! Mentre aumentano i cadaveri, è
evidente che a Cen serve più di un miracolo per
sistemare le cose. "...Un affascinante chicca
soprannaturale. Se vi piacciono i misteri familiari,
adorerete Cendrine West e la sua stravagante famiglia di
streghe!" Se vi piacciono i gialli familiari intrisi di una
buona dose di umorismo e soprannaturale, impazzirete
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per questa storia! Dall’autore: Westwick Corners non è
una tipica cittadina. E nemmeno la classica città
fantasma. È il posto dove la gente va per non farsi
trovare e dove le streghe possono praticare la magia
senza attirare troppo l’attenzione. Questa combinazione
dà luogo a storie misteriose e divertenti dove le streghe
sono sempre al centro dell’azione! La cucina di Ruby, le
indagini dilettantesche di Cendrine e la scuola di magia
di zia Pearl puntano sempre alla ricerca di
quell’ingrediente segreto che, insieme a fama e fortuna
per le streghe, porti nuovamente la piccola Westwick
Corners ad avere un posto di rilievo sulle mappe. Le
streghe si danno da fare per creare nuove opportunità di
business, come il Westwick Corners Inn, il Witching Post
Bar and Grill e, ovviamente, la Scuola di Fascinazione di
Pearl, dove le streghe vanno per sciogliere indovinelli,
recitare incantesimi e creare le proprie magie. Peccato
che siano continuamente distratte dagli insoliti eventi
che si svolgono a Westwick Corners, che vanno dal
semplice borseggio all’assassinio. La famiglia West ha
sempre vissuto a Westwick Corners e lì desidera restare.
I West discendono da una stirpe di streghe il cui
capostipite è il fondatore della città. Streghe che
scoprono misteri, risolvono crimini e aiutano chi ha
bisogno. Sono streghe di ogni sorta perché stare in
compagnia – o in magicompagnia – è quello che si fa in
una piccola città. Anche il fantasma di Nonna Vi aiuta
nelle indagini. Ma quando si mettono tutti insieme, non
sempre vanno nella stessa direzione! Se vi piacciono i
puzzle e avete voglia di farvi una risata leggendo una
bella serie di gialli, questa storia fa per voi! Disponibile
come gialli ebook per famiglie, gialli tascabili per tutti e
anche audiolibri gialli per famiglie! Sto scrivendo il
prossimo volume di questa serie di gialli paranormali,
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che sarà ambientato la vigilia di Natale. Se il pubblico
apprezzerà questi divertenti gialli per famiglie ne scriverò
altri. Grazie per averli letti! misteri familiari, maghi e
streghe, gialli paranormali divertenti familiari, libri gialli,
libri italiani, mistero familiare, misteri divertenti, donne
investigatrici, investigatori amatoriali donne,
investigatori privati donne, libri di misteri familiari, gialli,
suspance, gialli best seller, detective al femminile, agatha
raisin, donald bain, romanzi gialli da leggere, thriller
storici libri, thriller da leggere, romanzi gialli consigliati,
romanzi polizieschi, libri thriller storici titoli, noir italiano
libri, romanzi gialli famosi, thriller romanzi, romanzi
thriller consigliati, romanzi polizieschi famosi, gialli
mondadori ebook, Mondadori, romanzi rosa, libri gratis,
libri da leggere, romanzi da leggere, libri da leggere
assolutamente, libri da scaricare, i romanzi Mondadori,
harmony Libri, scaricare Libri, scaricare libri gratis,
romanzi storici, libri italiani, mondadori online ,libri da
leggere online gratis, libri gratis da scaricare, libri da
leggere online ,leggere libri online, libri online gratis,
romanzi Mondadori, libri on line, libri on line da leggere,
libri da leggere on line, libri online da leggere, download
Libri ,mondadori on line, libri da leggere classici, libri
download, libreria universitaria on line, lettura libri
online, libri online gratis da scaricare, scaricare libri
online, romanzi consigliati, libri gratis on line, leggere
libri online gratis, libri da leggere Mondadori, libri gratis
online, libri on line gratis, libri elettronici, libri universitari
on line, case editrici on line, biblioteca Mondadori,
pubblicare libri on line, carrefour libri on line, bol libri on
line, mondadori libri ebook, libri gratis Mondadori,
mondadori libri gratis, consultare libri online, lettura libri
on line, libri online da scaricare, libri on line gratuiti,
leggere libri on line, mondadori libri digitali, mondadori
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shop on line, mondadori store on line, libri mondadori
romanzi, mondadori romanzi, ondadori libri on line
An awe-inspiring compilation of the most uplifting and
powerful real-life stories from readers of the worldwide
bestseller The Secret. Discover how everyday people
completely transformed their lives by applying the
teachings of The Secret. Since the very first publication
of The Secret a decade ago, Rhonda Byrne’s bestselling
book has brought forth an explosion of real people
sharing real stories of how their real lives have
miraculously changed for the better. How The Secret
Changed My Life presents a selection of the most
heartwarming and moving stories in one inspirational
volume. Each story provides an authentic, real-life
illustration of the pathway that leads to success in every
area of life: money, health, relationships, love, family,
and career. The people in How The Secret Changed My
Life show time and again that no one is excluded from
living the life of their dreams.
This is the first ever, 100% unofficial book about Fifth
Harmony, the amazing girl group taking the whole world
by storm! The book charts their rise through X-Factor
USA to the release of their first single in their quest for
international stardom. All the essential details are inside
for Harmonizers to test their knowledge of the girls' early
days, plus loads of photos, quotes, profiles, games and
more. So whether the girls have got you through tough
times or just helped to make you smile, if you love their
music you'll love this book! Fifth Harmony are the most
amazing all-girl group and are the most successful group
to have come out of X Factor USA. Now signed to Simon
Cowell's music label, they released their first album Reflection - in 2015 and are currently in the studio
recording their follow-up album.
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Terror strikes a small, tight-knit mountain community.
Was it a homicidal manic? Bigfoot? Or something even
more malevolent.... Terror strikes a small, tight-knit
mountain community near Mt. Saint Helens. It begins
with a string of horrific occurrences that echo local
superstition, including missing hikers and a vicious
attack on a local logger–who insists his assailant was
none other than Bigfoot. After exhausting all
conventional law enforcement methods, the sheriff
reluctantly hires the services of Dr. Ian McDermott, Ph.D.,
a former cryptozoologist who at one time had attained
some notoriety in his unconventional field. More
questions and mysterious events surface as tensions
mount. Homicidal maniac? Bigfoot? Or perhaps
something lycanthropically malevolent…more maniacally
evil than anyone could possibly imagine.
The quest for his Cherokee heritage had brought Adam
Paige to Native American Sarah Cloud, hoping sweet
Sarah could enlighten him on the culture they shared.
The bright, beautiful woman quickly became more than
his guide to a proud nation. But Adam knew too well
what deep desires could mean for his wounded spirit.
Her goal had been only to help Adam regain his
birthright. But soon Sarah was giving Adam more than
she'd given any man-her heart was his for the asking. Yet
what would become of their much-coveted happiness
once Adam learned his legacy held a powerful, shocking
secret neither had ever imagined?
Everybody knows her as Jane Smith—a successful
businesswoman. What they don’t know is that Jane has
also successfully distanced herself from her past. Until
she meets handsome American Gabriel Vaughan at a
Christmas party. Gabe’s determined to get close to her,
seduce her and sooner or later he’ll recognize her...as a
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former society lady with a secret...
Un giallo delle streghe di Westwick
The Eight Mountains
Avant-Garde in the Cornfields
The Loving Gift
A Yuletide Seduction
Wedded for His Secret Child
A Novel
FORGIVEN BUT NOT FORGOTTEN?
A Zillion Ways to be More Creative No Matter How Busy
You Are
An Anthology
A Strange Country
“A pleasure to read. . . . Alter has given fresh life to
some of the most beloved . . . books in our
heritage.”—Philadelphia Inquirer The Song of Songs;
Ruth; Esther; Jonah; and Daniel offer readers a range
of pleasures not usually associated with the Bible. As
distant in time from the Five Books of Moses as
Updike is from Shakespeare, these Late Biblical
books are innovative, entertaining literary works.
Women often stand center stage. The Song of Songs
is a celebration of young love, frankly sensuous, with
no reference to God or covenant. It offers some of the
most beautiful love poems of the ancient world. The
story of Queen Esther’s shrewd triumph is also a
secular entertainment, with clear traces of farce and
sly sexual comedy. The character of Ruth embodies
the virtues of loyalty, love, and charity in a
harmonious world. Enigma replaces harmony in
Daniel’s feverish night dreams. The apocalyptic
strangeness of Daniel echoes in works from the New
Testament’s Book of Revelations to the lyrics of Bob
Dylan. And Jonah, the tale of a giant fish who, on
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God’s command, swallows the prophet and imprisons
him in his dark wet innards for three days, ends with
a question that lingers, unanswered, leaving the
reader to ponder the many limitations of humankind.
Trying to end his career as a hired assassin, Japanese
American John Rain goes underground, only to be
approached by Japanese FBI agent Tatsu to eliminate
a sociopathic killer who could tip the balance of
power in Japan toward the mafia. Reprint.
A close examination of an iconic small town that gives
boundless insights into architecture, landscape,
preservation, and philanthropy Avant-Garde in the
Cornfields is an in-depth study of New Harmony,
Indiana, a unique town in the American Midwest
renowned as the site of two successive Utopian
settlements during the nineteenth century: the
Harmonists and the Owenites. During the Cold War
years of the twentieth century, New Harmony became
a spiritual “living community” and attracted a wide
variety of creative artists and architects who left
behind landmarks that are now world famous. This
engrossing and well-documented book explores the
architecture, topography, and preservation of New
Harmony during both periods and addresses
troubling questions about the origin, production, and
meaning of the town’s modern structures,
landscapes, and gardens. It analyzes how these were
preserved, recognizing the funding that has made
New Harmony so vital, and details the elaborate ways
in which the town remains an ongoing experiment in
defining the role of patronage in historic
preservation. An important reappraisal of postwar
American architecture from a rural perspective,
Avant-Garde in the Cornfields presents provocative
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ideas about how history is interpreted through design
and historic preservation—and about how the
extraordinary past and present of New Harmony
continue to thrive today. Contributors: William R.
Crout, Harvard U; Stephen Fox, Rice U; Christine
Gorby, Pennsylvania State U; Cammie McAtee,
Harvard U; Nancy Mangum McCaslin; Kenneth A.
Schuette Jr., Purdue U; Ralph Schwarz; Paul Tillich.
Welcome back to Virgin River! Available in a box set,
the first four stories in the acclaimed series from #1
New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr.
Discover a remote mountain town that might be the
perfect place to start fresh. Now a Netflix Original
Series. Virgin River Nurse practitioner Melinda
Monroe comes to town to escape her heartache,
though nothing is what she expected. A tiny baby
abandoned on a porch changes all her plans, and
former marine Jack Sheridan cements them into
place. Shelter Mountain Paige Lassiter’s sudden,
desperate arrival stirs up protective instincts in John
“Preacher” Middleton. She and her little boy clearly
need help, and if there’s one thing Preacher has
learned, it’s that some things are worth fighting for.
Whispering Rock When wounded former LAPD officer
Mike Valenzuela agrees to become the town’s first
cop, he knows it’s time he settled down. He’s longing
for commitment, and hopes he can help the tough
Brie Sheridan to lose her fears and trust again. A
Virgin River Christmas Marcie Sullivan has finally
found Ian Buchanan, a man she owes a special debt
to. Maybe in this season of wonder, Ian can look into
his painful past and open his heart to the uncertain
future. Look for the complete Virgin River series by
Robyn Carr! Book # 1: Virgin River Book # 2: Shelter
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Mountain Book # 3: Whispering Rock Book # 4: A
Virgin River Christmas Book # 5: Second Chance Pass
Book # 6: Temptation Ridge Book # 7: Paradise
Valley Book # 9: Forbidden Falls Book # 10: Angel’s
Peak Book # 11: Moonlight Road Book # 13: Promise
Canyon Book # 14: Wild Man Creek Book # 15:
Harvest Moon Book # 16: Bring Me Home for
Christmas Book # 17: Hidden Summit Book # 18:
Redwood Bend Book # 19: Sunrise Point Book # 20:
My Kind of Christmas
This is the story of a mother's grief. Her divorced
husband has died ofancer and her sons have taken
their own lives. To escape her sorrow anduilt, she
leaves Japan and travels to Mexico where she settles
in a remoteillage.
In his internationally acclaimed, best-selling book
Presentation Zen: Simple Ideas on Presentation
Design and Delivery, presentation master Garr
Reynolds gave readers the framework for planning,
putting together, and delivering successful
presentations. Now, he takes us further into the
design realm and shows how we can apply timehonored design principles to presentation layouts.
Throughout Presentation Zen Design, Garr shares his
lessons on designing effective presentations that
contain text, graphs, color, images, and video. After
establishing guidelines for each of the various
elements, he explains how to achieve an overall
harmony and balance using the tenets of Zen
simplicity. Not only will you discover how to design
your slides for more professional-looking
presentations, you’ll learn to communicate more
clearly and will accomplish the goal of making a
stronger, more lasting connection with your
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audience.
Fashion is both big business and big news. From
models’ eating disorders and sweated labour to the
glamour of a new season's trends, statements and
arguments about fashion and the fashion industry
can be found in every newspaper, consumer website
and fashion blog. Books which define, analyse and
explain the nature, production and consumption of
fashion in terms of one theory or another abound.
But what are the theories that run through all of
these analyses, and how can they help us to
understand fashion and clothing? Fashion Theory: an
introduction explains some of the most influential
and important theories on fashion: it brings to light
the presuppositions involved in the things we think
and say about fashion every day and shows how they
depend on those theories. This clear, accessible
introduction contextualises and critiques the ways in
which a wide range of disciplines have used different
theoretical approaches to explain – and sometimes to
explain away – the astonishing variety, complexity and
beauty of fashion. Through engaging examples and
case studies, this book explores: fashion and clothing
in history fashion and clothing as communication
fashion as identity fashion, clothing and the body
production and consumption fashion, globalization
and colonialism fashion, fetish and the erotic. This
book will be an invaluable resource for students of
cultural studies, sociology, gender studies, fashion
design, textiles or the advertising, marketing and
manufacturing of clothes.
After four failed seasons and a disastrous jilting, Lady
Dorothea Beaumont has had more than enough of her
family’s scheming. She won’t domesticate a duke,
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entangle an earl, or vie for a viscount. She will quietly
exit to her aunt’s Irish estate for a life of blissful
freedom. Until an arrogant, sinfully handsome duke
singles her out for a waltz, making Thea the most
popular belle of the season. The duke ruined her
plans and he’ll just have to fix them. Dalton, Duke of
Osborne, is far too heartless for debutantes or
marriage—he uses dalliances and public spectacle to
distract from his real purpose: finding the man who
destroyed his family. When his search leads to
Ireland, the last thing he needs is the determined,
achingly innocent Thea, who arrives in the dead of
night demanding he escort her to her aunt. His
foolish agreement may prove his undoing. The road to
the Emerald Isle is fraught with unforeseen dangers,
but the greatest peril of all might just be discovering
that he has a heart...and he’s losing it to Thea.
Presentation Zen Design
Dark Harmony
Wicca
Harlequin Comics
Sleep Tight, Little Wolf. Bilingual Children's Book
(English - Anglo-Saxon/Old English)
The Untamed Argentinian
An Echo of Heaven
A SAVAGE ADORATION
Architecture, Landscape, and Preservation in New
Harmony
How The Secret Changed My Life
The Forest of Wool and Steel

There are worse things than death. Things that lurk in
the shadows and slip into your dreams. Things that have
no business existing. Things that once slept ... but have
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now awoken.For Callypso Lillis, the fae magic that now
runs through her veins is equal parts curse and good
fortune. For the very thing that bonds her to Desmond
Flynn, the King of the Night, also makes her vulnerable
to the Thief of Souls, a man who wants to break the
world ... and Callie along with it. But it's not just the Thief
whose shadow looms over the Otherworld. Des's father
is back from the dead, and he wants revenge on the son
who sent him to the grave in the first place. Des and
Callie must figure out how to stop both men, and time is
running out. Because there are forces at play working to
tear the lovers apart once and for all ... and unfortunately
for them, death is no longer the worst thing to fear.
Christy secretly harbors feelings for Dominic, who has
looked out for her ever since she was a little girl. On
Valentine’s Day when she was seventeen, she offered
her virginity to him, but he reacted surprisingly coldly,
and cruelly crushed her adolescent feelings. Christy ran
away shortly afterward, leaving her hometown behind.
It’s been eight years since then, and Christy must now
return to take care of her mother. She has an
unexpected reunion with Dominic, who is working as a
doctor in town and who is more charming than ever! His
handsome face and strong arms... He’s stolen her heart
in an instant…again!
Read this classic romance by USA TODAY bestselling
author Carole Mortimer, now available for the first time in
e-book! Seduced under the mistletoe! Just because
spontaneous David Kendrick fell in love with Jade at first
sight, doesn’t mean she has to go along with the idea!
As the snowflakes starts to fall over her quiet Devon
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village, the last thing Jade thinks she needs is this
impulsive, handsome man stirring up her emotions and
turning her life upside down! But Jade can’t resist
David’s passionate pursuit of her—even though she
knows she is not yet free from the terrible shadows of
her London past. Can David offer her a new future with a
sizzling Christmas seduction, and a sparkling diamond
ring? Title originally published in 1998
Indebted to the billionaire… And he will collect! Nessa
must appeal to notorious tycoon Luc’s better nature to
exonerate her brother of theft. But Luc is the most
merciless—and sinfully attractive—man Nessa’s ever met!
Until the debt is settled, he’ll hold her as his captive.
And when undeniable attraction overwhelms them both,
it becomes clear that Nessa’s innocence is the real price
to pay…!
Atlanta in 1900 was a city of contrasts: a bustling place
where commerce and high society flourished amid the
languid rhythms of the sultry South. Claire Lang loved
her life there, but one man's presence unsettled her very
soul. John Hawthorn's dark eyes and lean, handsome
face captivated Claire more than she wanted to admit.
And when tragedy struck, Claire found herself desperate
enough to marry him—a man who couldn't return her
passionate love. As the fragrant scent of the magnolia
wafted on warm breezes, Claire aroused fierce,
unexpected desires in her elusive husband. And once
she had tasted his kisses and savored his lovemaking,
she dared to fight for him as a sizzling scandal
threatened to engulf them and the love she began to
believe could be theirs….
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What Nero wants, Nero gets—doesn't he? Reigning polo
champion Nero Caracas bows to no man…and certainly
not to women! With red–hot Latin blood coursing through
his veins, what he wants he gets… Bella Wheeler has
followed in the footsteps of her horse–trainer
father—though, determined to eclipse his disreputable
legacy, she remains professionally distant from
everyone! This aloof beauty has two things Nero
wants—the best horse in the world.and a body as pure
and untouched as her snow–white ice maiden's
reputation!
The virgin and the billionaire... Just because Jess
Lockhart is a virgin in her late twenties doesn’t mean
she isn’t interested in men. In fact, far from it: she
fantasies about finding the perfect man who can fulfil her
every desire. Her new boss, handsome billionaire Ellis
McKenna, seems perfect for the job. It is clear he is as
attracted to her, as she is to him. However, a tragic past
has left Ellis vowing to never do ‘serious’ relationships
again. Having allowed herself to be seduced by a
billionaire can Jess teach him about love? If you like Fifty
Shades of Grey you’ll love this!
Thanks to extensive archival research and a thorough
examination of the published works of the university's
professors, Grendler's history tells a new story.
Il colpo delle streghe
The University of Mantua, the Gonzaga, and the Jesuits,
1584–1630
Loup-Garou: The Beast of Harmony Falls
For the Love of a Gypsy
Strong As Death Is Love: The Song of Songs, Ruth,
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Esther, Jonah, and Daniel, A Translation with
Commentary
His Heir, Her Secret
The Disgraceful Dukes
How to Seduce a Billionaire
The Answer Machine
Winner of the Japan Booksellers’ Award
Off Limits

In the beginning, there was darkness. Before he met
Callie, before he became the Bargainer, there was
Desmond Flynn, the bastard son of a scribe. A boy born
to a weak mother, cursed with little magic, and destined
to marry a slave. But fate had something else in mind.
Till darkness dies. From the barren caves of Arestys to
the palace of Somnia to the streets of earth, this is how
Desmond Flynn, a fairy who began with nothing, became
the Emperor of Evening Stars. ***This is a roughly 200
page novella told from Desmond Flynn's perspective.***
“Dare is Harlequin’s hottest line yet. Every book should
come with a free fan. I dare you to try them!” —Tiffany
Reisz, international bestselling author International
bestselling author, Clare Connelly’s enticing short
prequel and red-hot debut for Harlequin Dare will set
your pulse racing! HANDS ON When Gemma Picton
accepts a job with billionaire Jack Grant, she expects a
challenge. A professional one—not to be distracted from
the tasks at hand by her outrageously sexy new boss! The
instant attraction of their first meeting burns hotter than
expected, but neither will let it consume them… OFF
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LIMITS “I want to taste you tonight.” With chemistry
this hot, it’s worth getting burned… Billionaire Jack
Grant is totally off-limits to Gemma Picton. He’s wild,
deliciously dangerous…and her boss. When working late
turns X-rated, it’s better than her wildest
imaginings—and Gemma’s imagined a lot! But Jack has
major emotional baggage, so when Gemma starts
wanting to heal his heart as well as enjoy his body, she
knows she’s in big trouble… Hands On is a prequel to
Clare Connelly’s debut Harlequin Dare, Off Limits. Also
included, a preview of her upcoming Christmas book,
The Season to Sin.
OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD ''A mesmerising
reading experience for all of us seeking a meaningful
life' JAPAN TIMES What he experienced that day
wasn’t life-changing . . . It was life-making. Tomura is
startled by the hypnotic sound of a piano being tuned in
his school. It seeps into his soul and transports him to the
forests, dark and gleaming, that surround his beloved
mountain village. From that moment, he is determined to
discover more. Under the tutelage of three master pianotuners – one humble, one jovial, one ill-tempered –
Tomura embarks on his training, never straying too far
from a single, unfathomable question: do I have what it
takes? Set in small-town Japan, this warm and mystical
story is for the lucky few who have found their calling –
and for the rest of us who are still searching. It shows
that the road to finding one’s purpose is a winding path,
often filled with treacherous doubts and, for those who
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persevere, astonishing moments of revelation. Megabestselling winner of the Japan Booksellers Award,
selected by bookshop staff as the book they most wanted
to hand-sell: A tender and uplifting novel for fans of A
WHOLE LIFE by Robert Seethaler. [Contains 5 exquisite
hand-drawn illustrations]
【A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a
comic!】For years, Andreas Xenakis had a single-minded
determination to find Siena DePiero and exact his
revenge on her for ruining his life. Siena, once a rich
socialite, now works as a waitress to make ends meet
after her father’s company went into bankruptcy. The
two meet once again and the attraction they felt all those
years ago comes rushing back. Andreas is determined not
to let his desire for Siena get in the way of his revenge,
and Siena is overcome with the guilt of what she did to
him. So when Andreas makes Siena an offer that is too
tempting to turn down, what will they do? Will Andreas’s
anger overcome his desire for Siena? Will Siena summon
the courage to tell him the truth?
The Lord d’Arenville has good looks, almost like a Greek
sculpture, but has been called the Ice Earl because of the
way he treats women. Tallie, a resident tutor, is busy
planning a party for him. Then, she accidentally
overhears him in conversation: “What I want for my
wife, is someone who has good teeth and wide enough
hips for childbearing.” Is that all he thinks of women?
She becomes angrier still when she overhears that he
thinks she’d make him a good wife!
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It's been eight years since Prudence's arranged wedding
to Nikolas Angelis. Their relationship was never
consummated and they have always lived apart. But now
Prudence longs to have her own baby and she wants a
divorce. However, Nik is horrified — he is her husband
and he will be the father of her child! Prudence
reluctantly agrees to a trial marriage with Nik. But
conceiving his baby? That's not a risk she's willing to
take...
Packed with the signature can-do attitude that makes
beloved artist Danny Gregory a creativity guru to
thousands across the globe, this unique guide serves up a
hearty helping of inspiration. For aspiring artists who
want to draw and paint but just can't seem to find time in
the day, Gregory offers 5– to 10–minute exercises for
every skill level that fit into any schedule—whether on a
plane, in a meeting, or at the breakfast table—along with
practical instruction on techniques and materials, plus
strategies for making work that's exciting,
unintimidating, and fulfilling. Filled with Gregory's
encouraging words and motivating illustrations, Art
Before Breakfast teaches readers how to develop a
creative habit and lead a richer life through making art.
“You’re carrying my baby. You will be my bride.” For
two glorious weeks, Cate Everett shared the bed of Brody
Stewart, a man she’d just met and never expected to see
again. Fast forward four months, and the seductive
Scotsman is back in town…with the solution to Cate’s
baby-to-be dilemma. But if she becomes Brody’s bride,
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will she be living a loveless sham? Or will he throw his
heart into the bargain?
An Emotional and Sensual Romance
Virgin River Collection Volume 1
The Virgin's Price
TALLIE'S KNIGHT
The Greek's Chosen Wife
A Modern Guide to Witchcraft and Magick
If I Only Had a Duke
A Duchess in Name
Simple Design Principles and Techniques to Enhance
Your Presentations
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